
 Reflexology -Zone Therapy

HOW DOES IT WORK?

In order to understand the practical aspects of reflexology, it is necessary to start with the theory. 
 Reflexology works on the principle that the whole body, from head to toe, is connected.  This connection
is represented by ten longitudinal zones.  These zones run front to back, head to toe throughout the body,
and are most easily accessible via the feet.
By manipulating a particular area of the foot, the rest of the organs in that zone will feel the benefit.  In a
sense, it is like a messaging service - when specific pressure is applied to a section of the foot, this sends a
positive message along the zone.  For example, working in the lung area of the foot will release blocked
energy, not only stimulating the lungs but also all of the lung zone.  Each part of the foot is a different
'reflex area' which connects to a particular part of the body.  
According to Zone Therapy, the body is divided into its ten longitudinal zones as shown in the diagram
above.  Taking a look at the feet, each toe defines a specific zone, therefore there are five zones per foot.  
 Zone 1 is connected with the big toe, with zones running down each toe and the baby toe (which is zone
5).  The zones are distributed up the body like slices, and when you work on one zone, it will actually work
through that particular zone of the entire body, as like a massage.

Ensure the time is right for baby/child and you before you start and that both of you are relaxed and without
distraction
Ensure the feet are warm
Choose an oil, cream or balm is you wish (ensure you have patched tested first) apply to both feet.
Start with grounding techniques first
Cover the left foot and start with the right foot.
For small feet use the thumb or finger glide technique and for larger feet use the thumb or finger  technique
Support the foot and start with Zone 1, start from the heel, and move along this zone to the big toe at the toe
circle it x 3 (small toe just press lightly x 3)  repeat this process on zone 1 x 3
Move to Zone 2 and repeat the process until all 5 zones are down.
 Cover right foot and repeat left foot
Finish with grounding techniques on both feet

SIMPLE TREATMENT TO TRY WITH ALL THE BENEFITS:
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Rember to watch your cues with your baby/child


